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Lippstadt, Germany, 28 March 2022

All-round talent: Launch of the second generation of the
RokLUME 280N work lamp
▪

HELLA launches further developed work lamp for heavy-duty applications

▪

Expansion to six different illumination variants with new tunnel flood

The lighting and electronics specialist HELLA has further developed the popular
RokLUME 280N work lamp for heavy-duty applications. The second product generation
with six illumination variants will be launched in the middle of the year. As part of the
further development, the illumination properties have been further improved with six
variants which are adapted to different, specific work scenarios.
The RokLUME 280N Gen. 2 series work lamps are particularly well suited for harsh
mining environments as well as other heavy-duty applications. Especially in rough terrain
an ideal illumination of the working area is crucial so that the operator can react to
obstacles and hazards in good time. With a very high light output of up to 4,400 lumens,
the RokLUME 280N Gen. 2 work lamps not only provide better visibility and thus
increased safety, but also improved productivity as the light is similar to daylight, allowing
the operator to work with less fatigue. Meanwhile, its energy consumption is just 50 watts.
Compared to halogen devices, this means a reduction in power consumption and thus
contributes to CO2 emission reduction.
The RokLUME 280N Gen. 2 is available in six illumination options, with each work lamp
suited for a specific work environment. The work lamps with coloured lenses in amber
and green are suitable, for example, for use in difficult visibility conditions such as fog,
snowfall or dust. The new ZEROGLARE variant, which has a patent pending, has been
equipped with a new reflector and an innovative optical system. In the process, the
lighting system itself has been further refined to produce a sharp horizontal cut-off line
at 0° to bring the light precisely to the ground in front of the vehicle. The cut-off line
ensures that oncoming operators are not blinded. In addition, the close-range illumination
has been significantly improved to provide more light in the width and at the front of the
vehicle. Another variant features more long-range illumination thanks to greatly improved
light distribution. This allows for ideal visibility in the distance. A completely new addition
is a version with tunnel flood, which produces a perfect light image underground.
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The housing of the RokLUME 280N Gen. 2 work lamp is made of high-quality aluminum
die-cast with a corrosion-resistant NanoSafe coating that is optimally adapted to harsh
environments. All work lamps in the series can be mounted upright, pendant and
rectangular thanks to a centered, robust bracket. The different mounting options thus
ensure ideal and homogeneous illumination even in environments with high vibration
requirements. With its compact size, the new RokLUME 280N Gen. 2 work lamp is an
absolute all-rounder, ideal for all mining vehicles and heavy-duty machinery.
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About HELLA
HELLA is a listed subsidiary of Faurecia. Together they operate under the overarching umbrella
brand FORVIA. Within the factual group, HELLA stands for high-performance lighting technology
and automotive electronics. At the same time, the company covers a broad service and product
portfolio for the spare parts and workshop business as well as for manufacturers of special
vehicles with its Business Group Lifecycle Solutions. HELLA has 36,000 employees at more than
125 locations worldwide and generated currency and portfolio-adjusted sales of € 6.5 billion in
the fiscal year 2020/2021.
About FORVIA
FORVIA comprises the complementary technology and industrial strengths of Faurecia and
HELLA. With over 300 industrial sites and 77 R&D centers, 150,000 people, including more than
35,000 engineers across 40+ countries, FORVIA provides a unique and comprehensive approach
to the automotive challenges of today and tomorrow. Composed of six Business Groups with 24
product lines, and a strong IP portfolio of over 14,000 patents, FORVIA is focused on becoming
the preferred innovation and integration partner for OEMS worldwide. FORVIA aims to be a
change maker committed to foreseeing and making the mobility transformation happen.
www.forvia.com
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